Travel Often, Travel Well
Without Breaking the Bank
Chris Herrmann’s Essential Guide for the Midlife Traveler
As we step into midlife, we often become fearful of the unknown
and question ourselves believing that travel is only for those who
are courageous and well-heeled.

Chris Herrmann was everyman; job,
family, long-term marriage and seven
grandchildren, when the proverbial
rug was pulled out from under him.
When life throws you a massive
curve ball you have a choice to make;
either hide in the shadows or step out
into the light and catch it. Chris chose
the latter and began his life-changing
journey; a 12 month back-packing
adventure around the world.
He left with no purpose, but a
purpose far bigger than he could ever
have dreamt was soon revealed.

Twenty three countries and
hundreds of real-life adventures
later, Chris is sharing his travel
secrets and insights, inspiring others
to step out of their comfort zones
and to realize their travel dreams.
Chris is a sought-after keynote
speaker and seminar presenter on
the topics listed below.
His popular book, The Youthful Art
of Midlife Travel, is available now
from Amazon.
Chris’s forthcoming Online Course,
The Youthful Midlife Traveler, is a
step-by-step guide to independent
and confident world travel.

Keynote and Seminar Topics:
1. Travel the World! It Can Actually Be Cheaper Than Staying at Home.
2. Step Outside Your Comfort Zone- Chris’s Inspirational Story will Give
You the Courage to Live Your Travel Dreams.
3. Traveling Over Seas is Dangerous…..Until you get there! The Surprising
Truth that Experienced Travelers Know.
4. Travel the World alone and Never be lonely- Tools to Engage People and
Make Friends Around the World.
5. No cash? Make Your Own ATM Machine! Chris Herrmann’s Tips to Get
Yourself Out of a Financial Travel Jam.
6. Forget Cross-World Puzzles- Travel is the Youth Elixir for Life! Keep
Yourself Cognitively Fit as you Age.
7. Why Planning Your Trip is Bad - Life Lessons Learned from a Midlife
Traveler who Traveled for No Reason
8.
"...I was contemplating & had actually brushed off the
thought of travelling on round the world ticket as fear/
uncertainty/excitement all overwhelmed me. Your
inspiring talk has rekindled my interest!..."

The Youthful Art of Midlife
Travel - One man's journey
that will inspire you to live
your travel dreams.
Available Here.

"...A highly recommended public speaker who will
inspire and entertain... His delightful presentation,
full of thought provoking and humorous
observations is an inspiring and highly
recommended experience...."
more reviews

Contact Chris Herrmann
+61 419 030 863
(+1 215 883 4319) | youthfulmdlifetravel.com | chrish@chrisherrmann.com

